SCHEDULE D
RESIDENTIAL SERVICE

APPLICABILITY

Applicable to service for residential service to individual residences, dwellings and individually metered apartments, and to incidental farm service under Special Conditions (B). Service shall be supplied at one point of delivery and measured through one meter.

EXISTING MONTHLY RATE

The monthly rate shall be the sum of A, B and C.

A. Customer Charge ............... $9.60

B. Energy Charge ................. 11.69¢ per kWh

C. Energy Cost Adjustment -
   The amount computed in accordance with Schedule ECA and ECA-R.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS

A. Multifamily Accommodations: Any court, apartment house, or flat may receive service through one meter under this schedule, provided that the Customer Charge shall be multiplied by the number of individual dwelling units irrespective of occupancy. Only new services to mobile home parks will be allowed under this Special Condition.

B. Incidental Farm Service: Incidental farm service used in the production of farm crops and produce may be supplied under this schedule when combined with domestic service and supplied through the same meter as the domestic service, provided the transformer capacity required for the combined load does not exceed twice the normal capacity required for the domestic load alone.

C. Regulations Governing Sale of Electric Energy: Service under this rate schedule is subject to the District's Regulations Governing the Sale of Electric Energy.